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ABSTRACT 
This submission develops a set of arguments around the path dependency of places – 
how previous policy eras shape the trajectory and outcomes of places - and the 
tensions between social inclusion policies and practices on the one hand and 
competitiveness on the other.  Path dependency results from previous legacies of the 
built form and access and eligibility rights.  The ‘narrative’ of places, the categories 
and descriptions used in delineating neighbourhoods and shaping policy is also 
influential.  A coherent line of research is demonstrated which has revolved around 
the definition, measurement and scale of deprivation and housing’s role in social 
exclusion and competitiveness debates.  Originally focused at household and 
individual level, the enquiry shifted to the role of neighbourhoods and places in terms 
of their ‘compositional’ and ‘environmental’ meaning.  The thesis revolves around the 
concept of participation standards and the underpinning principles of citizenship 
arising from denial of access to relative ‘norms and standards’.  This highlights 
tensions in the competing goals of competitiveness and inclusion in housing and urban 
policy at different scales resulting in differential speeds and experiences of place.  
Logically this would suggest that the evolution of citizenship and participation can 
legitimately embrace the concept of citizenship of place.  
200 words 
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CRITICAL REVIEW 
 
Introduction 
 
This submission is in accordance with paragraph 7.5.1 of the University of 
Birmingham’s guidelines on submission for PhD by publication (Section 7 of the 
Regulations PhD by Published Work – Assessment and Award Requirements) which 
states that:   
“A candidate for the degree of PhD by published work (as specified in section 
5) shall submit a body of work broadly comparable to that submitted for other 
doctoral degrees of the University, based upon research with a common theme 
in the form of a series of publications. 
 
The submitted work should demonstrate that the individual: 
 
(i) has made a substantial original contribution and addition to knowledge 
in a coherent line of research; 
(ii) has provided evidence of knowledge of the general field in which the 
subject of the research lies; 
(iii) has the ability for independent critical judgement. 
 
A common theme with an identifiable link must run throughout the work 
submitted.” 
 
Paragraph 7.5.3 sets out the format of the submission and what it shall comprise: 
 
(i) an abstract: a succinct summary of the work containing all of the main 
concepts and conclusions of the work. It shall be no more than 200 
words in length; 
(ii)  a critical review of 5,000 to 10,000 words stating the aims and nature of 
the research, the inter-relationship between the material published and 
the main contribution and/or addition to learning of the work; 
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(iii) a summary sheet numbering the submitted papers, chapters, monographs 
and books (all of which must have been published) and a copy of each 
publication numbered as per the summary sheet; 
(iv) a statement, in the case of multi-authored, joint or collaborative work, of 
the extent of the candidate’s own contribution, substantiated by the co-
author(s) or collaborator(s). It is expected that the candidate will 
normally have been the primary author. 
The total word length of the published work should be broadly comparable to that of 
the standard route PhD (i.e. up to 80,000 words)”.  The following sections deal with 
these requirements in turn. 
 
Aims and objectives and nature of the research 
 
The overall aim has been to contribute to effective interventions that benefit 
disadvantaged people and communities.  The research and publications cover the 
period 1994-2010 (see Table 1 below) and developed out of a social policy 
perspective on household and individual level accounts of poverty (Lee and 
Townsend, 1994).  Whilst this approach informed the early research outputs (paper 
[2], [3], [4]) the enquiry turned towards spatial manifestations of poverty and the role 
of ‘place’ (paper [9]) (see also Trickett and Lee (2010) as part of this set of 
arguments).  This has been explored in relation to compositional (quantity and 
definitions) and environmental (facilities and connection to the broader social and 
economic system) meanings of deprivation and social exclusion (see Noble et al, 
2006).    
The research connects to debates on citizenship and social rights through the work of 
Townsend and the empirical measurement of ‘participation standards’ (Townsend, 
1979).  Townsend’s seminal contribution to poverty studies, Poverty in the UK, 
systematically demonstrated objective measures of poverty through separate empirical 
estimates of material and social deprivation demonstrating how this disadvantage was 
relative over time and across space1.  The work submitted can be considered as a 
                                                 
1 In this work he was highly influenced by the work of Marshall (1958): citizenship was relative to 
norms and customs and evolved from the extension of civil, political and social rights through the 18th, 
19th and 20th centuries respectively.   
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contribution to discourses upon participation standards and the principles of 
citizenship arising from denial of access to relative norms and standards.  Establishing 
the relative norms and standards that differentiate places and concomitant policy 
responses raises a number of questions at the heart of citizenship debates:  what are 
the drivers and manifestations of deprivation? What is the role of housing in poverty 
debates? What are the policy implications arising from different interpretations and 
narratives?  
Table 1 Papers in support of the PhD submission2 
No. Date Title and contribution 
 
1 1994 Housing and Spatial Deprivation: Relocating the Underclass and the New Urban Poor, 
Urban Studies, Vol.31, No.7 
2 1995 Area Measures of Deprivation, CURS, The University of Birmingham and Joseph 
Rowntree Foundation (ISBN 0704416190) 
3 1997 Poverty, housing tenure and social exclusion, Bristol: Policy Press (ISBN86134063X) 
4 1999 Where are the Socially Excluded? Continuing Debates in the Identification of Poor 
Neighbourhoods, Regional Studies, Vol.33, No.5, pp.483-486  
5 1999 Spatial and Social Divisions within British Cities: Beyond Residualisation, Housing 
Studies, Vol.14, No.5, pp.625-640 
6 2000 Changing Housing Markets and Urban Regeneration in the M62 Corridor, Housing 
Corporation, Manchester (ISBN 0704422093) 
7 2003 Changing Demand for Housing: Restructuring Markets and the Public Policy 
Framework, Housing Studies, Vol 18, No. 1, pp.65-86 
8 2004 The Role of Housing in Delivering a Knowledge Economy, Built Environment, Vol 30, 
No. 3, pp.235-245 
9 2009 The Creative Economy and Social Sustainability: Planning for Opportunity and 
Growth, Built Environment, Volume 35, number 2, 2009 pp.267-280 
10 2010 Building Sustainable Housing Markets: reflections and lessons from a decade of 
changing demand and housing market renewal, Chartered Institute of Housing ) (ISBN 
9781905018277) 
 
To understand the differentiated experience of poverty across space the body of work 
has therefore been situated within a historical, path dependent framework; i.e., how 
the past shapes the trajectory of a place (Kay, 2005; Robertson et al, 2010).  It is 
important, however, to differentiate between path dependency on the one hand and 
path determinacy on the other.  However, the reinvention of housing and 
neighbourhoods (the flexible specialisation of housing) is dependent on the 
adaptability of housing and the ability of neighbourhoods to reinvent themselves and 
                                                 
2 A more detailed version of this table can be found at the end of the critical review in the Summary 
Sheet section. 
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appeal to a new set of consumers (households).  Flexible specialisation refers to the 
way in which capital and industrial processes inhabit niche markets and are 
responsive and adaptable to market change (Piore and Sabel, 1984).  The way in 
which we understand patterns of deprivation has therefore been highly influenced by 
the process of urban, housing and planning policy.  Rex and Moore’s study of race, 
community and conflict in Sparkbrook, Birmingham can be considered a description 
of the path dependency of neighbourhoods and how immigration facilitated the 
flexible specialisation of housing (Rex and Moore, 1967).  It is also an explanation of 
subsequent paths of development of black and minority ethnic housing markets and 
why and how the particular pattern of segregation within a city such as Birmingham 
arose.  At an individual level path dependency has surfaced in the culture of poverty 
thesis (Lewis, 1964) and the underclass thesis (Murray, 1990) i.e., a highly 
deterministic account of individual and household trajectories and outcomes.   It is 
however, more relevant to understanding the trajectory of neighbourhoods and the 
drivers of change resulting in differentiated experiences of poverty and social 
exclusion.   
The inter-linked objectives of the research have therefore been an exploration of the 
measurement and meaning of deprivation and the role of housing and neighbourhood 
within debates on poverty and social exclusion.  The path dependency of place has a 
crucial bearing upon the measurement of deprivation and the location of poverty.  The 
restructuring of housing and the role of the state in the provision of subsidised 
housing in the UK over the past four decades has played a central role in determining 
differentiated trajectories of neighbourhoods and place.   The Right to Buy and the 
restructuring of the management and ownership of housing stock resulted in a 
profusion of studies and analysis of the social and economic changes that this 
wrought.   Changes in housing policy throughout Europe, but especially after 1975 in 
the UK led to rapid privatisation and asset restructuring (Stephens, Whitehead and 
Munro, 2005).  Sales of housing and the differentiation of the social and private 
sectors resulted in significant spatial and social cleavages.  However, the precise 
nature of these differences was highly dependent on local circumstances and was 
highly differentiated.   
The body of work divides into two complementary themes covering a phase 
concerned with epistemological and theoretical issues concerning the measurement of 
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area based deprivation, social exclusion and poverty and a second phase concerned 
with the competitiveness of cities and regions, the function of declining 
neighbourhoods and the role of housing in reconnecting neighbourhoods. Taken 
together the body of work engages with several overarching themes: epistemological 
issues concerned with measuring deprivation and social exclusion, path dependency 
of place, neighbourhood trajectories, changing demand and competitiveness. The 
work collectively suggests that the development of new perspectives on the 
citizenship of place – arising from deficits in the participation standards of places and 
the differential speed of places resulting from different abstract connections to 
emerging economic opportunities and technological advance.  These themes are 
developed in the conclusions whilst the following sections sets out the contribution 
and addition to knowledge. 
 
MEASURING POVERTY AND THE ROLE OF HOUSING  
 
The first phase of work can be summarised as a consideration of some of the 
limitations of an area measures approach to understanding participation standards and 
deprivation at neighbourhood level.  The research was informed by the view that 
official methods tend to be susceptible to spatial autocorrelation and systematic bias 
in the treatment of housing as an independent variable in the analysis of poverty at 
area level.   
 
Measuring and mapping deprivation 
 
Epistemological and theoretical issues concerning the definitions and measurement of 
area based deprivation are dealt with in two of the papers: paper [2] Area Measures of 
Deprivation and paper [4] Where are the Socially Excluded? Continuing Debates in 
the Identification of Poor Neighbourhoods; paper [3] Poverty, Housing Tenure and 
Social Exclusion & paper [5] Spatial and Social Divisions within British Cities: 
Beyond Residualisation examine the role of housing within debates on poverty and 
social exclusion and the implications for policy of different definitions of poverty and 
social exclusion using housing as an independent variable. 
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Research underpinning these papers involved measuring and mapping spatial 
variations of deprivation and subsequently developing these methods into more 
systematic accounts of places using a variety of data sources and GIS techniques3.  
During the 1980s and 1990s, the role of tenure in poverty debates and council housing 
in particular was being questioned.  Assumptions about the role of council housing as 
a proxy variable explaining area poverty and the poor estate was driving policy 
perspectives on intervention, renewal and regeneration.  The thrust of evidence and 
policy had led to the development of policy perspectives and narratives on housing 
that were ‘partial’ including the Department of Environment’s analysis: Mapping 
Local Authority Estates using the 1991 Index of Local Conditions (DoE, 1997) and 
New Labour’s policy directive on tackling ‘worst estates’ (SEU, 1998).  The New 
Labour Government, in adapting its agenda for social exclusion, built on evidence 
assembled by its predecessors; its early statements about neighbourhoods with 
concentrations of deprivation drew on the Mapping Local Authority Estates research 
which was commissioned under the Conservative administration of the mid-1990s. 
The methodology used in Mapping Local Authority Estates resulted in a 
disproportionate focus on areas with more than 50 per cent council housing and 
identified 1370 of the most deprived local authority estates – the ‘worst estates’.  This 
was referred to at the launch of the Social Exclusion Unit and in the first public 
speech of the Prime Minister in June 1997 which took place at a council housing 
estate (the Aylesbury Estate) in the London Borough of Southwark: 
 “I have chosen this housing estate to deliver my first speech as Prime Minister 
for a very simple reason. For 18 years, the poorest people in our country have 
been forgotten by government. They have been left out of growing prosperity, 
told that they were not needed, ignored by the Government except for the 
purpose of blaming them. I want that to change. There will be no forgotten 
people in the Britain I want to build” (SEUa, 1998). 
The choice of a council estate as the location of this speech was symptomatic of 
political thinking about the location and causes of social exclusion and the role of 
housing in these debates. Paper [2] challenged this by signalling that there were 
methodological weaknesses in the identification and selection of deprived 
                                                 
3 Some of the techniques such as ‘adjacency analysis’ were summarised in paper [7] Changing Demand 
for Housing: Restructuring Markets and the Public Policy Framework and paper [10] Building 
Sustainable Housing Markets. 
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neighbourhoods for policy purposes.  The research for paper [2] involved a review of 
approaches to measuring and mapping deprivation using the 1991 Census and the use 
of housing indicators in constructing narratives of deprivation and place.  This was the 
first systematic analysis of the models of ‘deprivation’ used by academics and 
policymakers available at the time4.  Whilst practitioners in the field treated the 
Jarman index and the Townsend Index as interchangeable, the study showed how 
each of the models or indices of deprivation measured a different concept i.e., 
‘deprivation’, ‘low income’, ‘underprivilege’ and ‘area stress’ which were measured 
using different indicators.  The research evaluated these different approaches and 
identifying key issues related to ‘double counting’, ‘weighting’ and ecological fallacy 
that had been associated with the construction of indices (Holtermann, 1971). This 
raised questions about the normative framework for understanding deprivation at an 
area level and the role of housing within this.  Papers [2] and [3] argued for a more 
differentiated account of housing and for a more nuanced understanding of narratives 
of place and neighbourhood that differentiate between people and places with 
different spatial and personal trajectories.   
Results from the research underpinning paper [2] showed that the distribution of 
deprivation varied significantly dependent on which index was used.  When 
comparing the most deprived decile of wards in Great Britain on each index, 16.5%, 
23.5% and 40.3% were located in London and the South East region according to the 
SOCDEP, Breadline and Index of Local Conditions (ILC) indexes respectively (Lee, 
Gordon and Murie, 1995, pp. 40).  The geographical distribution was skewed largely 
because of the inclusion of proxy indicators which were not carefully justified or 
linked to existing evidence on poverty.  The research showed that the ILC was not the 
most appropriate index in terms of urban policy as it was highly susceptible to spatial 
autocorrelation (Cliff and Ord, 1970) i.e., the way in which the clustering of 
phenomena is not random but results from a set of systematic biases.  In this respect 
the ILC made assumptions about the environmental deprivation associated with the 
presence of flatted accommodation and the study showed that of all the indexes and 
                                                 
4 It included indices constructed by a number of academics working in related fields including Vera 
Carstairs at the University of Edinburgh, Prof. George Smith at the University of Oxford, Professor 
Brian Jarman at St Mary's Hospital Medical School, Imperial College University of London and 
Professor Ludi Simpson who was working between academic and practitioner roles at Manchester 
University and Bradford City Council.   
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methods reviewed, the ILC recorded the highest correlation against children living in 
flats (Lee et al, 1995, p32): 
“It is significant that variables which are highly spatially correlated (lacking 
amenities and children in flats) are included in [the ILC]. This would explain a 
large degree of the variance in the type of urban metropolitan area targeted by 
[the ILC] compared with the other indexes in this study” (Lee et al, 1995, p53). 
The study found that whilst all approaches to measuring and mapping deprivation 
using Census data are flawed, a more ‘valid’ measure to identify areas of deprivation 
could be yielded by calculating weights appropriate to data available at enumeration 
district level from individual responses in the Breadline Britain survey (Mack and 
Lansley, 1985).  The paper continues to have an impact on the methodological issues 
of measuring deprivation across space5. It has been recognised as providing the most 
systematic review of available methods used for targeting and determining policy: 
“There are relatively few attempts to compare and contrast the various indexes. 
One of the more thorough exceptions is the previously mentioned study by Lee, 
Murie and Gordon. It compares 10 indexes, considering their theoretical bases, 
their components, their methods of combination and the reasons why they may 
produce different results. It is an excellent source for anyone wanting more 
detail” (Carr-Hill and Chalmers-Dixon, 2005, p.95). 
The research provided a robust and independent critique of methods of measurement 
used by government for the purpose of developing urban policy.  The government’s 
measure (the ILC) was found to be based on a set of non-randomly distributed 
variables which biased London and the south east region.  These findings were used 
to compare deprivation against regeneration spend in a separate research report 
evaluating the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB)6.  SRB involved a competitive 
bidding process which incorporated an element of need with half of the allocation 
allocated on the basis of deprivation: “fifty per cent [of funds] based on regions’ 
shares of district level deprivation, as set out in the Index of Local Conditions” (HoC, 
1995, p.25).  However, in practice a significant proportion of deprived districts 
                                                 
5 The paper has almost 100 citations; see the appendix for details of impact and citation for each of the 
papers submitted. 
6 The author carried out analysis of the relationship between investment and ‘need’ for two SRB 
evaluation reports in 1996 and 1997 conducted by the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies and led 
by Prof. John Mawson. 
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received no funding with relatively ‘affluent’ districts receiving a greater share than 
more deprived districts.  The North West region in particular received significantly 
less than would be expected given its share of deprivation.  However the systematic 
bias and spatial autocorrelation (as a result of the inclusion of particular indicators in 
the ILC) meant that the scale of mismatch between levels of deprivation and 
regeneration funding was distorted by the ILC as a measure.   
When the ILC was replaced by the Index of Local Deprivation (ILD) in 1998 the 
changes at the local level (ward and enumeration district) included the dropping of the 
children in flats indicator.  The change was not minor and the effect was summarised 
in paper [4] which compared the distribution of deprivation on the ILC and the 
updated ILD.  By re-working the indicators and standardising the geography for the 
ILC and the updated ILD, paper [4] showed that the proportion of very deprived 
enumeration districts (EDs) changed significantly as a result of dropping the children 
in flats indicator.  Using the ILC, London represented 59% of the 5% most deprived 
EDs whilst 28% of the very deprived areas were located in the North and Midlands’ 
regions.  Under the newly revised ILD the respective share altered substantially so 
that 34% of the very deprived areas were located in London and 53% in the North and 
Midlands’ region.  As regeneration funds were partly determined on the basis of need, 
these changes in the underlying distribution of deprivation resulted in a distribution of 
resources away from the South and London to the North and Midlands regions.   
 
Poverty, housing tenure and social exclusion 
 
Housing and planning policy is highly instrumental in determining the observed 
spatial patterns of deprivation.  As paper [2] demonstrated this is largely because of 
the emphasis placed upon particular variables used in determining classifications of 
area deprivation (eg: housing tenure, housing condition, housing amenities etc.) and 
on the fixed and path dependent nature of housing and physical space.  But it is also 
due to the distributional aspects of housing including the operation of social housing 
allocation systems (Prescott-Clarke et al, 1988) and filtering of the housing market in 
determining patterns at neighbourhood level.  Papers [3] and [5] demonstrate how the 
meaning of housing tenure in different contexts alters, highlighting how an emphasis 
on ‘worst council housing estates’ confused a set of underlying processes whilst 
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overlooking problems outside these estates.  These papers had been a necessary 
corrective as a result of right-to-buy policies, a decline in private renting and an 
expansion of home ownership from the mid-1960s onwards which changed the 
characteristics of those entering the social rented sector as well as altering the 
household characteristics of home ownership.  
The competitiveness and connectedness of neighbourhoods was further challenged 
between 1995 and 2005 as deregulation, liberalisation and economic restructuring 
(coupled with residualisation) resulted in increasingly differentiated patterns of 
poverty and housing demand at the local level.  Whilst there was an undeniable 
increase in the extent to which council housing estates are and were amongst the most 
deprived areas in the UK, papers [1], [3] and [5] challenged this perspective by 
providing a spatial analysis detailing highly differentiated patterns of disadvantage 
according to material deprivation and housing tenure.   Deprivation would play out 
differently across cities dependent on previous policy legacies and consumption 
patterns (path dependency). To test this, research informing paper [3] examined the 
association between patterns of multiple deprivation and housing tenure.  This was 
one of the first pieces of research to use the Sample of Anonymised Records (SARS)7 
to explore how far national patterns of poverty and housing tenure were replicated at 
local level.  The evidence pointed to a more differentiated pattern: of cities with 
different starting positions developing along different trajectories.  The ‘quartered’ or 
‘dual city’ (Mollenkopf and Castells, 1992) was therefore a template that could not be 
abstracted to the British case.  A more differentiated pattern was apparent which was 
dependent on place specific contexts and legacies. The most deprived areas of cities 
were not always exclusively areas of council housing indicating that housing and 
regeneration policies targeted exclusively at areas of council housing would exclude 
some disadvantaged groups (e.g., ethnic minorities)  - policy needed to be tailored to 
local circumstances.   
 
Paper [5] Spatial and Social Divisions within British Cities: Beyond Residualisation 
(Lee and Murie, 1999) summarised the evidence on poverty, housing tenure and 
social exclusion and took the debate forward in a new direction.  The paper argued for 
                                                 
7 A newly created product derived from the census which allowed access to cross-tabulation of all 
variables for 1% of households and 2% of individuals. 
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a set of frameworks and policy perspectives that looked beyond residualisation of 
council housing and was more sophisticated in understanding the dynamics between 
tenures.  It presented evidence of greater fragmentation and differentiation between 
tenures and noted that a framework based on assumptions about the residualisation of 
social housing was no longer adequate and that low demand and void rates in the 
private sector meant that: 
 
“…parts of the home ownership sector are equally unattractive. Divisions 
within the home ownership sector and fragmentation have begun to be more 
apparent. Rather than a framework relating to divisions between tenures and to 
residualisation it is now appropriate to develop a framework which 
incorporates these elements but also places emphasis on divisions within 
tenures and on changing aspirations and household strategies” (paper [5]: Lee 
and Murie, 1999, p637). 
 
Whereas the earlier papers had a broad field of citation, paper [5] was cited against a 
more focused set of themes embracing mainly planning, housing policy, economic 
restructuring, segregation, social mix and neighbourhood analysis.  The paper was 
pivotal in drawing together the research on area measures of deprivation and the 
interaction of housing and social exclusion.  It called for the development of a more 
interactive and dynamic research agenda on housing and ‘place’ that understood the 
dynamics and interaction of tenures within a broader spatial frame of reference. 
 
 
BEYOND RESIDUALISATION: COMPETITIVENESS AND THE 
RESCALING OF HOUSING 
 
A significant element of the author’s research has been concerned with understanding 
how neighbourhoods lag behind a ‘mainstream’ which affects participation in wider 
society. This requires i) a more comprehensive development of proxy indicators of 
household/individual level deprivation aggregated to the area level and  ii) an analysis 
of the wider function and trajectory of neighbourhoods and how places connect at 
different spatial scales.  This set of enquiries connects to a broader urban and regional 
studies literature concerned with the dynamics of housing and labour markets (Allen 
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and Hamnett, 1991), processes of rescaling (Uitermark, 2002), sustainable 
communities (Page, 1994; ODPM, 2003) and connecting neighbourhoods with 
different legacies to the emerging economy (Florida, 2002; ODPM, 2003a; Parkinson 
et al, 2004; Marvin et al, 2006). If poor neighbourhoods are uncompetitive and 
lagging behind the mainstream, then what is the role of housing and planning in these 
debates and what is the response? 
This phase is therefore concerned with a wider set of drivers impacting on the 
competitiveness of neighbourhoods. The rescaling of the problem as a result of 
asymmetry between housing and labour market processes means that policies targeted 
at areas displaying symptoms of exclusion and disadvantage do not address the 
underlying causes of the problem.  The processes of exclusion and spatial 
manifestation lie elsewhere.  Whilst the focus of the first phase of research was upon 
compositional meanings (quantity and definitions), the second phase is more 
concerned with understanding the future role and trajectory of neighbourhoods within 
the context of the region or sub-region.  Its objective is in understanding how poor 
neighbourhoods, built in different economic eras, can be reinserted into a competitive 
regional economy and connected to emerging knowledge and creative economies.   
 
Path dependency and neighbourhood trajectories 
 
The papers variously illustrate how the reconnection to emerging opportunities of 
neighbourhoods built in previous economic eras needs to consider the path 
dependency of space and place.  Path dependency is inextricably bound with the 
trajectory of a neighbourhood measured through various forms of capital (i.e., 
productive, social, human, physical, institutional and ‘symbolic’ capital) (Putnam, 
1995; Bourdieu, 1986) at a variety of spatial scales; a path dependent approach looks 
for explanations of different trajectories and paths of development: “...what happened 
at an earlier point in time affects the outcomes of a sequence of events later on” 
(Robertson, McIntosh and Smyth, 2010, pp.259).  Crucially, the neighbourhood 
trajectory is mediated by the asymmetrical relationship between labour markets and 
housing markets (Allen and Hamnett, 1991).   
Paper [1] links to a set of ideas that embodied the notion of aspirations, niche markets, 
competitiveness and the flexible specialisation of housing that was emblematic of the 
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low and changing demand debate of the late 1990s.  The paper was based on a study 
of the housing market in Lancaster and Morecambe in the early 1990s and analysed 
the impact of changes in the consumption of housing and spatial patterns of 
deprivation. The paper characterised the way in which initial ‘shocks’ to the economic 
system (the role of tourism in the seaside resort of Morecambe) did not immediately 
manifest themselves as housing problems.  The process was organic and asymmetrical 
with the spatial manifestations and implications for housing of the changed economic 
role emerging in the longer run8.  Whilst economic shocks affecting the 
competitiveness of industrial production are met by industries ability to adapt through 
flexible specialisation and the development of niche products to meet market demand, 
housing, as a fixed and positional good, has limited flexible specialisation or means 
by which to change its client base.  Neighbourhoods and housing adapt to the changed 
aspirations and uses of its fixed form.  The precise nature of that niche offering is 
determined largely by what went before. In the case of Morecambe the spatial 
outcomes arose out of the re-use of bed-and-breakfast and lodging house 
accommodation built in the early 20th century but which lost its role in the 1970s and 
early 1980s.  Disinvestment and a loss of its competitive advantage in tourism 
resulted in the town losing its ‘role’ (Bagguley et al., 1990) and led to the search for a 
new role and client group to fill the empty hotel rooms.   
Post-Fordist legacies require new methods of interpretation and the trajectory of 
places is not determined or predictable using positivist, linear methods of estimation.  
As Agarwal notes in the context of decline and restructuring of seaside resorts: “[it] is 
not necessarily associated with the course of the lifecycle or a particular capitalist 
phase, but is the outcome of interactions between internal and external forces, and that 
restructuring must incorporate a greater appreciation of place distinctiveness” 
(Agarwal, 2002).  The place distinctiveness of Morecambe reflected the asymmetry 
between economic and housing market functions resulting in trajectory of decline that 
needed to be addressed in a systematic way.  The paper concluded that “new patterns 
and concentrations of poverty are better explained by an approach which incorporates 
the housing dynamic as it relates to structuring where the poor live” (Lee, 1994, 
                                                 
8 Some commentators have analysed the way in which these asymmetries are concealed by individual 
behaviour and responses to shocks as well as official definitions and measurements of worklessness 
e.g., Beatty and Fothergill’s analysis of coal mine closure found only limited evidence of increased 
unemployment after coal mine closure in South Yorkshire (Beatty and Fothergill, 1996). 
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p.1191).  Half a decade later the low and changing demand debate necessitated a 
change in approach for housing strategy and the need to incorporate an understanding 
of cross-tenure housing dynamics.  It required an understanding of the trajectory, 
drivers and function of areas and a broader understanding of the sub-region and the 
region.  Housing had been exposed to processes of rescaling whereby the role of 
housing and neighbourhoods is constantly being referenced to a broader set of spatial 
parameters.  The ‘local’ manifestations of changing and low demand for housing in 
the mid to late 1990s in England are an example of how housing began to be 
interpreted within a larger and cross-cutting spatial framework and reflects the way in 
which the region had become “the prime geographical unit in the new round of capital 
accumulation” (Uitermark, 2002, p.744).   In order to understand the function and 
trajectory of a particular neighbourhood or estates, it needed to be put into a broader 
context of demand at this wider spatial scale in order to assess the asymmetry taking 
place between different forms of capital – specifically the physical and productive 
spheres of the housing stock and the labour market.   
Path dependency indicates a need to differentiate between deprived areas and 
understand their longer term trajectory and function from the perspective of different 
starting points.  EU funded research undertaken by the author9 demonstrated the 
different function and trajectory of neighbourhoods in Birmingham that were 
similarly deprived when compared to official measures of deprivation such as the 
ILD.  Differences in the importance of the spheres of integration (the state, market 
and kinship10) in different neighbourhoods were partly explained by their path 
dependency (Lee, Murie and Oosthuizen, 2001).  Sparkbrook (inner city Birmingham) 
and Pool Farm (a peripheral housing estate on the south west edge of Birmingham) 
displayed similar levels of deprivation on official measures.  However, household 
interviews revealed differences in the level of kinship and reciprocity explained by 
their function and trajectory.  Pool Farm had experienced state support and 
intervention in the provision of council housing in the 1950s and 1960s and state 
support of support for manufacturing through the nationalisation of British Leyland at 
Longbridge in the 1970s.  This contrasted with a high degree of entrepreneurialism in 
                                                 
9 URBEX: The Spatial Dimensions of Urban Social Exclusion and Integration: A European 
Comparison ( http://www2.fmg.uva.nl/urbex ) (see: Lee, Murie and Oosthuizen, 2001; 2006). 
10 The analytic framework for this study was based on a framework from the existing literature at the 
time (Polanyi, 1944; Harvey, 1973).   
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neighbourhoods with a large ethnic minority population that received less benefits 
from state sponsoring of inner city manufacturing and was restricted access to council 
housing through the imposition of eligibility criteria which discriminated against 
immigrants (Rex and Moore, 1967).  Residualisation of the Pool Farm estate resulted 
from processes of de-skilling, migration, right-to-buy and professionalisation 
(Hamnett, 1994) and resulted in a highly transient and residualised community.  In 
Sparkbrook the lesser role of the state and impact of RTB meant a different trajectory 
and role of the state.  Residents chose to live close to existing networks (there was a 
high positive approval rating for the neighbourhood) and shared cultural values; this 
led to a greater role for reciprocity that substituted state mechanisms of state support 
or the market and characterised the area as ‘congregated’ rather than ‘segregated’ 
(Lee, Oosthuizen and Murie, 2006).   
 
Low and changing demand 
 
The popularity and market appeal of different neighbourhoods was a theme that was 
therefore developing in the literature which demonstrated how areas with similar 
levels of deprivation differed in popularity, function and trajectory (Burrows and 
Rhodes, 1998; Murie, Nevin and Leather, 1998).  The author developed separate area 
analyses for a number of local authorities and sub-regional bodies in the north and 
midlands of England (see for example Lee, 1998; Lee and Nevin, 2002).  This 
research demonstrated how deprivation and popular/sustainable neighbourhoods were 
not mutually exclusive categories and the work reflected interest in changing demand 
and changing aspirations for housing within a broader spatial context.  
The phenomenon of changing demand for low-income housing was a major housing 
policy issue at the end of the 1990s and shaped a great deal of the subsequent policy 
landscape concerning the strategic role of housing, its fit with the governance of 
planning at the regional and sub-regional level, the delivery of sustainable 
communities and the role of housing-led regeneration and renewal. The characteristics 
of low demand were outlined in a series of papers and reports between 1997 and 
2003, which identified growing volatility in tenancy turnover, significant falls in 
waiting lists for social housing and increasing vacancy rates (Bramley and Pawson, 
2002; Murie, Nevin and Leather, 1998; Keenan, 1998; Webster, 1998; Holmans and 
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Simpson, 1999).  But the significant thrust of the analysis during this period (1997–
2003) was demonstrating the interdependencies of places operating at different spatial 
scales.  It combined analyses that inter-related demographic, social and cultural trends 
analysed across administrative boundaries.  This created a greater shared 
understanding of how investment at regional and sub-regional level interacted.   
Paper [6] Changing Housing Markets and Urban Regeneration in the M62 Corridor, 
was pivotal to this approach in developing a sub-regional, cross-boundary and tenure 
neutral perspective.  The paper was innovative by developing a methodology for 
highlighting ‘areas at risk’ of low demand11.   The M62 report (as it became known) 
demonstrated how deprivation was not a primary cause of low demand as areas with 
above expected levels of deprivation (according to the Index of Multiple Deprivation) 
(IMD 2000) were widespread throughout the North West, whilst the worst aspects of 
low demand and abandonment were affecting discrete neighbourhoods.  The newly 
created IMD included a ‘housing deprivation’ domain, which had little discriminatory 
potential in identifying areas at risk of changing demand.  The inclusion of indicators 
such as homeless households in temporary accommodation and household 
overcrowding in the IMD’s housing domain, reflected a set of housing issues that 
predominantly affected London and South East and the indicators were insensitive to 
the particular housing market circumstances of the North West especially in the 
context of changing demand for housing and area abandonment. The M62 report 
showed that relatively few wards in the study area appeared in the top 100 nationally 
on the IMD’s housing deprivation measure, however, the M62 study area had some of 
the worst aspects of abandonment12.  The research therefore challenged the taxonomy 
of official measures of housing-related social exclusion in a similar fashion to the 
earlier reports and papers on deprivation.  It had a significant impact on policy as well 
as a contribution to academic debates concerning the spatial interaction of housing 
and labour markets (Hincks and Wong, 2010) and the question of ‘scale’ in housing-
led regeneration (Pinnegar, 2009).  The paper continues to provoke debates on the 
epistemology of housing market research and its policy implications, especially in the 
                                                 
11 The areas at risk methodology was developed by the author and subsequently used to identify 
housing market renewal pathfinder boundaries - see appendix to paper [10] for details. 
12 Parallel research conducted in Liverpool and reported in paper [7] found vacancy rates of 30% or 
more in a contiguous area of Kensington in Liverpool. 
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context of gentrification debates and critiques of ‘romanticised’ academic research 
(Allen, 2008; Webb, 2009).   
Having recognised the scale and cross-tenure nature of the problem in April 2002 the 
government declared nine Housing Market Renewal (HMR) Pathfinders.  The role of 
the M62 study was widely acknowledged (see Appendix 3): 
“Housing-market analysis undertaken by the Centre for Urban and Regional 
Studies (CURS) at the University of Birmingham (commonly referred to as the 
‘M62 study’) was replicated across a number of subregional markets in northern 
England and provided a core contribution to the evidence base underlining both 
the selection of the initial nine pathfinder areas and their subsequent detailed 
definition”, (Pinnegar, 2009, p. 2916-2917). 
 
The Pathfinders were set up to take the lead on market restructuring by providing a  
focus on changing demand across broader housing market areas. The Pathfinders each 
encompassed between two and five neighbouring local authorities. Pathfinders were 
set up to cover significant parts of the metropolitan housing markets of Tyneside; East 
Lancashire; Oldham and Rochdale; Merseyside; Greater Manchester (two 
Pathfinders); East Yorkshire; South Yorkshire; Birmingham and the Black Country; 
and North Staffordshire.  
 
Competitiveness and neighbourhoods  
 
Evidence of low and changing demand ignited a debate concerning the appropriate 
scale for delivering services and meeting the needs of a modern economy out of 
which emerged city regions - ‘functional entities’ that were increasingly 
acknowledged and supported (ODPM, 2006) as a mechanism for building urban and 
regional competitiveness and reducing regional imbalance.  City regions became an 
embodiment of rescaling and housing’s role within the political economy of the 
region. It introduced a more embedded set of analyses, linking the economy and the 
role of housing and the neighbourhood. But it had a clear economic agenda: whilst the 
competitiveness of cities is dependent on a set of relationships beyond the core city 
boundary, housing is but one of a series of factors that are viewed as essential to the 
delivery of the competitive service and knowledge-based economy.  Housing’s role in 
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delivering social inclusion had therefore been re-articulated as a component of 
regional competitiveness (see, HoC, 2005, para. 7). 
The differential speeds of places resulting from the asymmetry of housing market and 
labour market processes meant that some places were being ‘left behind’. Low 
demand and abandonment reflected these differential speeds and the Sustainable 
Communities plan (2003) and the Northern Way in England (2003) were responses to 
address these differential speeds.  Competitiveness in this context meant inserting 
neighbourhoods into the emerging economy; housing market renewal, therefore 
became emblematic of the kind of cross-boundary approach central to the city-region 
model.  
During the late 1990s the competiveness and abandonment themes were most 
distinctively combined in inner city Liverpool.  Paper [7] Changing Demand for 
Housing: Restructuring Markets and the Public Policy Framework, summarised 
findings from a research programme commissioned by Liverpool City Council in 
order to understand the thematic and spatial drivers impacting on the competitiveness 
and sustainability of housing markets in Liverpool.  The research team  published nine 
separate reports for the city of Liverpool including eight in which the author was 
involved or was principal researcher (see: Nevin, Lee and Phillimore, 1999; Nevin 
and Lee, 2001a; Groves et al, 2001; Nevin and Lee, 2001b; Nevin, Hall, Lee, 
Srbljanin, 2001; Lee and Nevin, 2002; Nevin and Lee, 2003).  Competitiveness and 
abandonment was captured using a range of measures and dimensions and was 
evidenced most startlingly in Kensington and Granby where almost a third of the 
housing stock was empty and abandoned in 2000 (government guidance at the time 
recommended an optimal vacancy rate across tenures of around 3%).  Whilst there are 
generic lessons, causes of the process of abandonment in Liverpool were highlighted 
within a wider spatial, thematic and chronological set of drivers:   
 Decentralisation of planning and the emergence of New Towns during the 
1950s and 1960s led to outward migration;  
 Expansion of university education impacted on a new generation during the 
1960s and 1970s and resulted in new career trajectories outside the city; 
 The failure to diversify the economy during the 1970s and 1980s led to an 
asymmetry between housing aspirations and jobs; 
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 The response and strategy of households in the face of recession and 
widespread unemployment in the 1970s and 1980s – redundancy payments, 
paying off mortgages etc. concealed the problem; 
 The expansion of higher education (students) and the switch to portable 
subsidies (housing benefit) during the 1980s reinvented parts of the housing 
market (flexible specialisation) - right-to-buy policies fragmented the market 
and provided an opportunity for reinvention;  
 The failure of housing strategy locally to isolate and deal with the problem is 
worsened by making additions to affordable housing stock and by a 
fragmented governance framework whereby multiple housing associations 
operating in the city in the 1990s had different investment strategies13.  
The overall impact of the failure to accommodate these key signals resulted in 
cumulative disadvantage and social exclusion by creating a highly volatile housing 
market affected by national and global economic pressures, the failure of sub-regional 
planning and a failure to interpret sub-regional housing market dynamics. The 
fractured political and governance infrastructure delivered further contradictions 
which added to the endemic problems of low demand. As a result, Liverpool’s 
population almost halved from just over 850,000 to less than 430,000 between 1945 
and 2000.  Whilst the manifestation was local, the causes of the problem were 
manifold and located at a variety of spatial scales including the sub-regional and 
regional level.  In this sense the problem had been rescaled (Uitermark, 2002) - a 
narrow focus on ‘worst estates’, ‘worst neighbourhoods’ or ‘worst streets’ would have 
very limited effectiveness in resolving the underlying problems.  Investment and 
policy decisions needed to take a broader temporal, thematic and spatial perspective 
in order to reconcile the sequencing of both housing and economic investment in the 
wider sub-region.  The Liverpool research and the processes that culminated in 
population loss, extreme rates of abandonment and a dislocation of the housing 
market from economic opportunities is a history of processes and interventions that 
affect further states of development.  The trajectory of inner city neighbourhood’s of 
Liverpool and similar neighbourhoods affected by population loss and low demand 
are and were ‘path’ dependent on previous policy eras and interventions.  
13This is discussed more fully in Competitiveness and social exclusion: The importance of place and 
rescaling in housing and regeneration policies (Lee, 2010, p193-194).   
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Planning for opportunity: the knowledge economy and renewal  
 
Two papers considered housing market renewal in the context of competitiveness and 
the emergence of the creative and knowledge based economy; paper [8] The Role of 
Housing in Delivering a Knowledge Economy, Built Environment, 2004 and paper [9] 
The Creative Economy and Social Sustainability: Planning for Opportunity and 
Growth, Built Environment, 2009.  The 2004 Built Environment paper focused on the 
absence of any discussion of the role of housing and the path dependency of space 
that contributed to future opportunities for growth and the development of a creative 
class in Richard Florida’s ‘Creative Class’ thesis (Florida, 2002).  Florida’s thesis 
demanded that cities be diverse in order to attract talent and implied that the niche 
market and flexibility be a hallmark of the creative, knowledge economy: 
Without diversity, without weirdness, without difference, without tolerance, a 
city will die.  Cities don’t need shopping malls and conventions centres to be 
economically successful, they need eccentric and creative people. (Florida, 
2002).  
But what did this imply for those Fordist spaces that reflected an earlier economic 
era?  In previous eras mass production was reflected and reinforced by mass 
consumption of housing with monolithic suburban housing estates and rows or 
columns of identical terraced and flatted accommodation.  This was the antithesis of 
weirdness.  Diversity (and weirdness to borrow from Florida) demanded a range 
(diversity) of housing that reflected post-Fordist niche production methods as well as 
aspirations and living arrangements. This had significant implications for the 
emergence of a creative or knowledge economy in low and changing demand 
neighbourhoods.  Central to the 2004 Built Environment paper was the argument that 
a creative class could not emerge independently. The paper set out a framework for 
understanding the path of development and asymmetry of housing market and labour 
market processes as follows: phase i) Production of Primary Manufacturing and Raw 
Materials, ii) Increased Productivity and Personal Mobility, iii) The Maturation of 
Housing Markets and iv) Housing as an Investment; and drew on evidence from an 
ESRC funded project to map out the location of Longbridge employees across all 
income levels and skills.  This demonstrated the degree of dispersal in the labour 
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market as a result of successive waves of housing investment, transport infrastructure 
and increased wealth amongst higher skilled employees.  Whilst the early phase of the 
Longbridge car plant’s development meant that there was a close spatial relationship 
between housing and the factory, over time this relationship loosened. The housing 
stock became less attractive to more skilled workers as the housing market matured 
and as housing was seen as a major investment opportunity.  The housing stock 
therefore became out of step with the aspirations of workers of different skills and 
incomes and was not sufficiently diverse to provide the competitive advantage to 
capture a creative or knowledge class. 
Paper [9] built on the 2004 Built Environment paper in exploring the role of planning 
in delivering a sustainable built environment while accommodating the aspirations of 
knowledge and creative workers. The paper raised questions about the path 
dependency of neighbourhoods and the role of planners in shaping or enabling the 
market while balancing the needs of a future economy with policy goals of social 
cohesion and inclusion.  Part of the discussion involved an innovative methodology 
pioneered by the authors used to highlight the degree of ‘exposure’ of neighbourhoods 
to economic change14. The method assessed the development path (path dependency) 
of neighbourhoods based on occupational (SOC) and industrial (SIC) classifications 
of employees at neighbourhood level.   The housing characteristics for occupational 
and industrial categories were identified and future ‘exposure’ to economic change 
matched using SOC and SIC forecasts.  This provided a ‘spatial benchmark’15 of 
economic forecasts and commentary upon how constrained or assisted 
neighbourhoods are and their ability to connect to new economic opportunities such 
as the knowledge economy or creative economy.  The paper offered a new perspective 
on reconciling the housing needs arising from economic forecasts and identifying 
opportunities for planning to reduce a form of spatial mismatch (Houston, 2005) 
between deprived communities and areas of growing economic opportunity. The 
paper concluded that while there is a proactive role for housing in attracting and 
retaining knowledge and creative types, the role and size of the knowledge and 
creative class should not be over estimated. Construction and investment need to 
                                                 
14 This had been used in reports to the Sheffield and Leeds City-Regions in 2006 and 2007. 
15 i.e., by using our understanding of path dependency and spatial mismatch it translated economic 
forecasts into their likely spatial impact – using current consumption patterns as a set of outcomes 30-
40 years in the making. 
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reconcile the differential speeds of city-regional economies, especially where the path 
dependency of the older housing stock and neighbourhoods is not attractive to skilled 
households that are benefiting from knowledge growth.  The paper therefore 
attempted to reconcile these differential speeds of space by developing a methodology 
for assessing the extent of the spatial mismatch between current consumption and 
future growth potential.   
 
CONCLUSIONS: TOWARDS A ‘CITIZENSHIP OF PLACE’  
 
The papers considered here represent a consistent line of argument seeking to 
illuminate the tension between competing goals of competitiveness and social 
inclusion illustrative of the tension between people and places.  By considering these 
axes through the lens of planning, housing and urban policy, questions are raised 
concerning measurement, interpretation and implementation of policy used to address 
these twin objectives. Deprived spaces contain relics of past economic eras and social 
and economic relationships: they are path dependent and their ability to reconcile the 
rescaling of place arising from globalisation implies that they operate at differential 
speeds; a metaphor that reflects the distinctions between those spaces and places that 
are enabled and engaged with newly emerging modes of production and those that are 
restricted in their function and therefore less able to connect with the emerging 
economic opportunities.   
Path dependency is a process that affects future physical development of places (eg: 
the limitations of planning options by building particular types of housing or the 
proximity of particular types of industry) but also affects the ongoing narrative of 
neighbourhoods.  The way in which neighbourhoods are conceptualised, characterised 
and described i.e., the way in which data is assembled, meaning attached and results 
produced also affects the path or trajectory of a neighbourhood.  The ‘narrative’ 
developed for a particular neighbourhood in the form of statistical measurement of 
deprivation, media representation and popular culture is representative of ‘symbolic’ 
capital, which affects the reputation and path dependency of that neighbourhood.  The 
process and the data sources on which the narrative is founded are therefore path 
dependent.  All of the papers submitted deal to some extent with the narrative of 
neighbourhoods and how meaning is attached to particular variables and the 
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consequences of these narratives, taxonomies and classifications of deprivation.  In 
this study housing has principally been the independent variable and neighbourhoods 
and places the cases for analysis.   
 
Social exclusion and the implications for housing 
 
Throughout the work there has been an attempt at innovation in the use of data to 
describe different functions and trajectories of neighbourhoods in order to 
differentiate between deprived areas.  Poverty studies have tended to focus on 
empirical measures of distribution: ‘the lack of resources at the disposal of an 
individual or a household’ (Room, 1995a, pp. 5–6).  This reflects the empirical 
traditions of British social researchers and commentators such as Rowntree (1901, 
1941) and Townsend (1979) who relied upon an analytical framework that was highly 
dependent on empirical measurement of the distribution incomes and wealth at 
household level. There was no significant treatment of the dynamics or explanation of 
the differentiated experience of poverty across space affecting different local histories 
and trajectories of place.  This is understandable as both authors were writing or 
surveying in a period of considerably less ‘complexity’.  Central to the narrative 
thread that runs through the papers has been the shift from a distributional to a 
relational focus, afforded by acceptance of the term social exclusion within academic 
and policy debates.  Initially this was closely linked to employment ‘rights’ and 
‘duties’ and a focus upon labour markets presenting a dichotomy and narrowing of 
discourse whereby all those outside the labour market were perceived as excluded 
whilst those in work seemingly included  (Levitas, 1996).  Four key ‘symptoms’ of 
social exclusion: concentration, persistence, compounded and resistance explained 
new patterns and dynamics deprivation not amenable to traditional policy solutions 
(Room, 1995) and the changing meaning and role of housing, discussed throughout 
the research, is illustrative of the need for ‘new policy solutions’.  Social exclusion 
therefore examined the dynamics and underlying barriers that contributed to the 
denial of social rights: 
‘being shut out, fully or partially, from any of the social, economic, political and 
cultural systems which determine the integration of a person in society’ 
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(Walker, 1995, p. 8) ‘...in other words inadequate social participation, lack of 
social integration and lack of power’ (op. cit pp. 5–6).   
The definitional change in poverty studies altered the angle of enquiry to throw light 
on a legitimate debate concerning the role of place and space whilst also 
acknowledging the role of the state as an exclusionary agent in these debates – it 
didn’t just ‘blame the victim’; and in policy terms it spawned a more comprehensive 
set of viewpoints on the meaning, measurement and experience of poverty (SEU, 
1998).  This shift (from a distributional-poverty approach to a relational-social 
exclusion approach) had significant implications for the analysis and contribution of 
housing.  Issues of scale and the role of place, process and dynamics of housing 
markets and relational aspects of social exclusion (see Table 2) became more 
pertinent avenues of enquiry.   
Housing as an independent variable presented considerable potential in explaining 
patterns of disadvantage and social exclusion; the papers submitted here use a range 
of case studies and data sources to reflect on the asymmetry between housing and 
labour markets to further that explanatory potential.  As wealth increased, but 
experience diverged (especially after 1975), distributional and material disadvantage 
became less important than social and relational disadvantage.  Understanding the 
narrative of the city through the lens of housing consumption has become more 
difficult. The Post-Fordist city, defined by economic relations of class and mass 
consumption and production, has given way to post-modern forms of niche 
consumption and expressions of individualism (Forrest and Kennett, 1998).  As a 
result new perspectives on the ‘poverty of place’ have been called for (Fitzpatrick, 
2005).  
This renewed fascination with place has spawned a growth in ‘neighbourhood effects’ 
literature (see: Atkinson and Kintrea, 2003; Friedrichs, Galster and Musterd, 2003, 
Buck and Gordon (2004) which is not revisiting of the intergenerational, culture of 
poverty or underclass thesis (Wilson, 1987) but acknowledges that post-Fordist-
knowledge economies need to develop ‘narratives’ of neighbourhoods and their 
trajectories for the purpose of understanding the implications of different speeds of 
places.  As places increasingly reflect the fragmented and polarised nature of global 
capitalism, place has therefore become a key and defining attribute in the new age of 
capitalism (Sennett, 2006).  
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Table 2  Defining characteristics of poverty and social exclusion and the implications for housing 
Defining 
characteristics 
Poverty Social Exclusion Housing Implications 
Scale and the 
role of place 
Poverty resides at the level of the household or 
individual; participation standards (Townsend, 
1979) define thresholds below or above which 
households or individuals are in poverty. 
Individuals could be said to be experiencing social 
exclusion where they do not enjoy full citizenship 
rights or are not integrated into the market 
(employment), community (reciprocity) or 
welfare (access to services and welfare) (Polanyi, 
1944; Harvey, 1973; Musterd et al, 1999). While 
the focus is on the individual, the role of place and 
space in contributing to experiences of exclusion 
broadens the scope and scale of influence. 
Housing investment needs to be seen in a 
broader spatial context – e.g., the relationship 
between housing and the economy and existing 
distributional patterns of housing consumption 
and aspirations. The role of place and 
neighbourhood defines outcomes 
(‘neighbourhood effects’) which are not just 
determines by material disadvantage or income 
levels. 
Distribution 
v. 
process 
Poverty is traditionally defined in absolute or 
relative terms. Relative deprivation is ultimately 
concerned with the distribution of resources and 
incomes within society. Logically, absolute 
poverty must result in death and therefore the 
relative concept must be employed, as there must 
be a relative judgment about the minimum 
intervention necessary to sustain life. 
While there are contested definitions of social 
exclusion (Levitas, 1996), with some arguing that 
social exclusion remains ‘exclusion from work’ 
and resources, it is the process of exclusion which 
in itself provides a lens through which to explore 
inequality in action. 
The focus for housing should combine 
distributional (needs-based) approaches with 
process-driven accounts of housing production 
and consumption – for example, the role of 
planning and the development industry in 
processes of social exclusion. 
Relative v. 
relational 
Citizenship is dependent on participation.  The 
relative theory of poverty suggests that as income 
goes down deprivation rises exponentially and 
participation rates decrease. 
Social exclusion is concerned with citizenship 
rights, but whereas some definitions parallel a 
traditional ‘poverty’ approach, it is the role of 
kinship and social interaction which differentiates 
a social exclusion approach. 
The relationship to other households and 
emerging opportunities not simply material 
housing circumstances in relation to others.  
This implies that residents do not have ‘perfect 
knowledge’ of other agents and the behaviour of 
other agents is central to understanding place 
outcomes (Lee et al, 2006; Kennedy et al, 2007). 
Dynamics v. 
cross-
sectional 
Viewed as cross-sectional and static. Measurement 
is at one point in time; ‘offi cial’ measures such as 
the HBAI measure the proportion of households 
below 60% of median household incomes. This 
does not capture the proportion of households that 
have remained within this threshold over time. 
The interaction between places and displacement 
effects (EP, 2004) of housing investment is a 
central concern for the analysis of social exclusion 
and the delivery of sustainable communities. 
Outcomes at an individual and aggregate level 
require planning and housing monitoring to 
provide cross-classification of spatial and 
household data to address the question of 
whether the same areas are deprived over time 
or whether people and households move over 
time. 
Source: adapted from Lee (2010, p.187-188). 
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The differential experiences of place affect our understanding of social exclusion and 
relative deprivation and, as these are dependent on ‘participation standards’ across 
time and place affect our understanding of citizenship. 
 
Community and Society: towards a citizenship of place 
 
As citizenship rights reflect an incremental development in the narrative of what it 
means to be a citizen (civil, political and social rights), the way in which housing 
contributed to the experience of poverty is a story of changing narratives: social-
relational descriptions have come to the fore. The narrative shifted from blaming the 
victim (individual or household) to blaming place and space.  Housing Market 
Renewal was public policy’s response to problems of urban competitiveness and 
social exclusion: HMR was the articulation of social and spatial policies that 
recognised the asymmetry between societal progress on the one hand and 
communities and households trapped by the past legacy of economic and housing 
investment decisions which acted as a drag on competitiveness.   
The competitiveness-HMR agenda was largely driven by an overarching narrative of 
knowledge and creativity (the knowledge based economy and creative industries). 
Knowledge and creativity demand two elements – abstraction (Florida, 2002) and 
networks (Musterd and Murie, 2010).  As knowledge and creativity is reliant on more 
abstracted forms of intellectual content and extended networks (Musterd and Murie, 
2010) the asymmetry between neighbourhoods and the emerging opportunities creates 
differential speeds of progress and manifests in increased economic segregation which 
highlights the tensions between inclusion on the one hand and competitiveness on the 
other.  Opportunities and participation are determined by housing market and 
neighbourhood position analogous to distinctions between abstracted social relations 
dependent on networks and knowledge exchange  and more immediate face-to-face 
and proximal relationships associated with neighbours and spatially discrete 
communities (but dependent on the ‘right kind’ of proximal spatial relationships)16.  
Abstracted relations are a feature of society (Gesellschaft) whilst more immediate 
face-to-face and proximal relationships have been associated with close neighbours 
                                                 
16 This distinction echoes that of Tönnies more than a century ago when he distinguished between a 
large society (Gesellschaft) and a small community (Gemeinschaft) and the qualitative difference in the 
substance of relationships prevailing in each (Tönnies, 2004).   
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and spatially discrete communities (Gemeinschaft) in the work of Ferdinand Tönnies 
(Tönnies, 2004).  Healey has noted how over the course of the twentieth century 
authoritative power has given way to ‘network’ power (Healey, 2005, p. 146): 
“In a world of relational complexity, the endeavour of developing strategies for 
the spatial development of urban regions presents an ambiguous challenge.  On 
the one hand, the very context of dynamic complexity in a globalizing 
environment has created a new policy discourse that calls for more attention to 
coherent strategies to develop the ‘assets’ and ‘qualities’ of urban regions.  On 
the other hand, the effort of understanding what an urban region is and drawing 
together a governance coalition capable of developing and maintaining an 
agenda focused at this scale presents, once relational complexity has been 
recognized, a huge intellectual and politico-organisational challenge” (Healey, 
2005, p. 147). 
The success of neighbourhoods is therefore dependent on levels of abstraction and 
networked power that extends beyond physical boundaries.  We can therefore 
distinguish between places that are operating at different speeds and levels of 
abstraction and connectedness by drawing on the work of Putnam (1995) and 
Bourdieu (1986).  Understanding the potential trajectory of neighbourhoods requires 
not only a measure of their current position, but an understanding of their path 
dependency which influences longer term outcomes.  Successful neighbourhoods and 
citizens draw on a range of resources and different forms of ‘capital’ e.g., social, 
cultural, physical, productive, environmental and human - each operating at varying 
spatial and temporal scales.  Bourdieu has characterised these forms of capital as 
resources that are developed through ‘the conditions in which they emerge’:   
“symbolic capital, that is to say,  capital – in whatever form – insofar as it is 
represented, i.e., apprehended  symbolically, in a relationship of knowledge or, 
more precisely, of misrecognition and recognition, presupposes the intervention 
of the habitus, as a socially constituted cognitive capacity” (Bourdieu, 1986, pp. 
56). 
Habitus is therefore path dependent as is the social context within which conditions 
emerge. The complexity of capital formation at a neighbourhood level mediated 
through housing market processes has been a theme throughout this research and 
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summarised in paper [10] Building Sustainable Housing Markets.  But the complexity 
of space and the differential speeds of place embodied in different degrees of 
abstraction and capacity for exploiting ‘opportunity’ reflect a deeper resonance of 
Gemeinschaft  and Gesellschaft – of policy and practice and cultural habitus revolving 
around twin poles or differential speeds.  Post 1975 individualism and privatisation 
policies had unintended consequences for the trajectory of neighbourhoods.  The ‘no 
such thing as society’ mantra broke the contract between the state and the individual.  
The combined effects created a greater dissonance in spatial hierarchies.  Citizenship 
in the traditions of Marshall (1998) spoke of the accretion of individual rights 
bestowed on the individual.  The erosion of citizenship arose from the subtle 
alignments of interaction afforded by stability of spatial hierarchy through subsidised 
housing, the restriction of credit and full employment. 
The abstraction of networks and knowledge results in the differential speed of place 
and raises issues concerning deficits in the experience of norms and standards across 
space.  But, do all neighbourhoods have the means to participate and be included?  
The state has a role because of issues of ‘scale’ i.e., global, national, regional, 
competitiveness, efficiency (not duplicating or displacing activities) and equity 
(ensuring that communities are not undermined through activities they cannot 
control). Logically this would suggest that the evolution of citizenship and 
participation and the role of the state can legitimately embrace the concept of 
citizenship of place.   
 
Future research 
 
The assumptions of citizenship have changed irrevocably. Spatial outcomes resulting 
from individualism and deregulation do not stop at the individual but have 
implications for methodologies that determining the management of space such as 
population forecasts, housing needs and  tenure requirements etc.  The research 
underpinning this submission for PhD has partly been stimulated by a dissonance in 
the methods used to articulate spatial cleavage and what to do about it.  It is worth 
reflecting how far strategic guidance at local, sub-regional and regional level has 
changed in the past decade in considering the implications for future research.  
Compared to earlier guidance (Audit Commission, 1992) the most recent guidance 
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has incorporated a wider market perspective and the interaction of housing with other 
variables such as the performance and nature of the economy (see CLG, 2007). 
Abandonment and low demand challenged traditional methodologies for forecasting 
future demand and housing need.  Despite this, Healey arrives at pessimistic 
conclusions regarding the transformative potential of spatial planning: 
“[strategic spatial planning] is currently undermined by serious imaginative 
weaknesses in addressing the concepts of relational complexity and translating 
them into their consequences for the spatiality of urban regions (Healey, 2005, 
p.152). 
This is not so much an indictment of the governance frameworks to manage scales but 
a failure of imagination in the face of relational complexity.  Such complexity needs 
to be understood using methodologies and techniques that incorporate multi-
disciplinary and multi-‘agency’ approaches.  Social systems have an in-built process 
of self-segregation – a propensity for agents (citizens) to seek out ‘like mindedness’ 
(Schelling, 1971).  The behaviour of agents will be determined not only by social 
class and income status but also by the degree of social and cultural capital they seek 
out and acquire.  This has the potential for greater and lesser degrees of stability in 
urban and social systems dependent on how far cleavages result from perceived 
‘threats’ and inequalities.  The role and behaviour of agents and how they interact is 
therefore central to understanding place outcomes. New methodologies for 
understanding the role of residents (agents) are emerging (Lee et al, 2006; Kennedy et 
al, 2007) and will need to be extended especially in the context of resilience and the 
ability of a social and economic systems to ‘bounce back’ (Coaffee et al, 2008; Rose, 
2007).  The next phase of research and policy development in this area will be to 
deliver sustainable and resilient policy outcomes by developing techniques (such as 
those outlined in papers [7] and [9]) identifying spatial inequalities and environmental 
and anthropomorphic risks17 to assist in scenario planning and the resilience of 
communities and citizens.   
 
                                                 
17 The author contributed to a workshop on planning and scenario building organised by the French 
Government following the Paris riots in 2007 (see: http://www.eukn.org/dsresource?objectid=153327) 
(Lee, 2008). 
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Summary 
This critical review of the research and publications, submitted for consideration for 
PhD, has: 
i) Highlighted the different drivers of deprivation at the local level18 for the 
purpose of understanding where and how policy should intervene (measuring 
and mapping deprivation).   
ii) Contributed to debates on social exclusion and housing’s role in these debates 
(social exclusion and housing tenure) 
iii) Differentiated between deprived areas in terms of their function and trajectory 
(neighbourhood trajectories) 
iv) Developed models of risk of changing demand for housing (changing demand) 
and 
v) Identified the spatial mismatch between neighbourhoods (planning for 
opportunity). 
The body of work relates housing to both individual and place based notions of 
citizenship.  It illustrates how the path dependency of place and relational aspects of 
exclusion relate to notions of ‘participations standards’ and the concept of citizenship.  
Competiveness of neighbourhoods and places is increasingly determined by 
abstracted sets of relations.  The papers build up a set of arguments that identifies 
citizenship and participation standards as both concerns for both ‘distributional’ and 
‘place based’ relational justice.  The appendix contains copies of papers (or part 
chapters) submitted for consideration (pp.44-448); a list of citations (pp.449-470) and 
evidence of impact and recognition (pp.471-480). 
10,051 words 
 
Peter Lee 
Birmingham 
November 2010 
                                                 
18 ‘Local level’ includes dynamics at neighbourhood and district level but also the interaction between 
sub-areas. 
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SUMMARY SHEET 
 
No. Date Title and contribution Type Word  
total 
1 1994 Housing and Spatial Deprivation: Relocating the Underclass and 
the New Urban Poor, Urban Studies, Vol.31, No.7– path 
dependency of space and the flexible specialisation of housing 
J 6,440 
2 1995 Area Measures of Deprivation, CURS, The University of 
Birmingham and Joseph Rowntree Foundation, with Alan Murie 
and David Gordon – indicators, spatial scale and validation of 
measurement of deprived areas (ISBN 0704416190) 
OR 25,000 
3 1997 Poverty, housing tenure and social exclusion, Bristol: Policy 
Press, with Alan Murie – path dependency and neighbourhood 
trajectories (ISBN86134063X) 
OR 24,314 
4 1999 Where are the Socially Excluded? Continuing Debates in the 
Identification of Poor Neighbourhoods, Regional Studies, Vol.33, 
No.5, pp.483-486 - indicators, spatial scale and validation of 
measurement of deprived areas 
J 3,099 
5 1999 Spatial and Social Divisions within British Cities: Beyond 
Residualisation, Housing Studies, Vol.14, No.5, pp.625-640; with 
Alan Murie – changing demand, spatial mismatch, trajectories and 
social exclusion 
J 7,000 
6 2000 Changing Housing Markets and Urban Regeneration in the M62 
Corridor, Housing Corporation, Manchester (ISBN 0704422093) 
with Brendan Nevin, Alan Murie, Lisa Goodson and Jenny 
Phillimore – areas at risk, changing demand, spatial mismatch and 
social exclusion (ISBN 0704422093) 
OR 11,239 
7 2003 Changing Demand for Housing: Restructuring Markets and the 
Public Policy Framework, Housing Studies, Vol 18, No. 1, pp.65-
86; with Brendan Nevin – path dependency and neighbourhood 
trajectories - primary role on data and housing markets analysis 
J 3,500 
8 2004 The Role of Housing in Delivering a Knowledge Economy, Built 
Environment, Vol 30, No. 3, pp.235-245; with Alan Murie– 
competitiveness, spatial mismatch, changing demand and social 
inclusion 
J 2,600 
9 2009 The Creative Economy and Social Sustainability: Planning for 
Opportunity and Growth, Built Environment, Volume 35, number 
2, 2009 pp.267-280 with Alex Burfitt and Andrew Tice - 
competitiveness, spatial mismatch, changing demand and social 
inclusion 
J 7,863 
10 2010 Building Sustainable Housing Markets: reflections and lessons 
from a decade of changing demand and housing market renewal, 
Chartered Institute of Housing; with Ed Ferrari - competitiveness, 
spatial mismatch, changing demand and social inclusion (ISBN 
9781905018277) 
B 25,000 
Key: J- Journal Article; OR-Official Report; B-Book; C-Chapter in Book 
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STATEMENT 
1. Prof Alan Murie, Emeritus Professor Urban and Regional Studies, CURS, the 
University of Birmingham 
From:  (Alan Murie) 
Sent: 18 October 2010 11:07 
To: Peter Lee 
Subject: RE: PhD 
 
Dear Peter
As discussed I am attaching below a list of papers that you may decide to use in your 
submission for PhD and that I had some role in. I have also set out the contribution that you 
made in each case and hope that this provides a clear statement enabling you to proceed.
  
Date Title contribution
1995 Area Measures of Deprivation, 
JRF/CURS
Peter Lee was the principal researcher and 
author 
1997 Poverty, housing tenure and social 
exclusion, Bristol: Policy Press,
Peter Lee was the principal researcher and 
author
1999 Spatial and Social Divisions within 
British Cities: Beyond Residualisation,
Housing Studies
Peter Lee was the principal researcher 
informing the paper; authorship was jointly 
undertaken
2000 Changing Housing Markets and 
Urban Regeneration in the M62 
Corridor, (2 chapters and input to 
conclusions) Housing Corporation
Peter Lee was the principal researcher and 
author of Chapters 2-4 (pp.12-58) and he 
undertook the research for this part of the 
report - he developed the methodology 
including ‘risk indices’ and ‘adjacency 
analysis’ that underpinned the typology of 
neighbourhoods at risk and informed the 
policy conclusions. 
2004 The Role of Housing in Delivering a 
Knowledge Economy, Built 
Environment
Peter Lee was the principal researcher 
informing the paper; authorship was jointly 
undertaken
 
Alan Murie
Emeritus Professor
CURS
University of Birmingham
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2. Dr. Alex Burfitt, Senior Manager, Research Policy, Research and Studies 
Directorate, Audit Commission 
From: Alex Burfitt [mailto ]  
Sent: 28 October 2010 12:14 
To: Peter Lee 
Subject: The Creative Economy and Social Sustainability 
Peter,  
I am happy to confirm that you were the principal author on our co-authored 
(along with Andrew Tice) paper "The Creative Economy and Social 
Sustainability: Planning for Opportunity and Growth" published in Built 
Environment, Volume 35, number 2, 2009 pp.267-280. My name on the paper 
reflected my involvement in some of the underlying research rather than the 
drafting of the paper which was almost exclusively undertaken by you.
Kind regards  
Alex  
Alex Burfitt  
Senior Manager, Research
Policy, Research and Studies Directorate  
Audit Commission  
  
*********************************************************************  
Please consider the environment: think before you print 
This email (and any attachment(s)) is private and intended solely for the recipient. Its 
unauthorised use, disclosure, storage or copying is not permitted. If you are not the 
intended recipient please destroy all copies and inform the sender by return e-mail. 
Internet e-mail is not a secure medium as messages can be intercepted and read by 
someone else. Please bear this in mind when deciding whether to send information by 
e-mail. Postal addresses for the Audit Commission are available from 
http://www.audit-commission.gov.uk 
The Audit Commission reserves the right to monitor, record and retain any incoming 
and outgoing emails for security reasons and for monitoring internal compliance with 
the Audit Commission policy on use. Email monitoring and/or blocking software may 
be used. No contracts can be entered into on our behalf by email. Any views or 
opinions expressed are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent 
those of the Audit Commission.  
The Audit Commission checks all mails and attachments for known viruses; however, 
you are advised that you open any attachments at your own risk. 
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3. Dr Ed Ferrari, Senior Manager, Research Policy, Research and Studies 
Directorate, Audit Commission 
From: E T Ferrari [mailto: ]  
Sent: 29 October 2010 17:16 
To: Peter Lee 
Subject: Building Sustainable Housing Markets 
To whom it may concern: 
Ed Ferrari & Peter Lee (2010) Building Sustainable Housing Markets 
Coventry, Chartered Institute of Housing, ISBN 978-1-905018-27-7 
This letter is to confirm that the above publication was jointly authored by Ed Ferrari 
and Peter Lee. 
Peter's contributions were critical in the inception of the project; planning the outline 
of the proposal with the Editor; and liaising with the Editorial team at all stages of the 
book's production. 
While both authors were involved in writing and editing the volume, Peter contributed 
the following specific chapters and can claim moral rights over most of their 
intellectual content: 
Chapter 1: The context for sustainable housing markets: social exclusion and 
'rescaling' 
Chapter 4: Developing local approaches to market renewal 
Chapter 6: Retrospect and prospect: delivering sustainable and resilient housing 
markets 
Peter was central in developing many aspects of the book's intellectual contribution, 
including the positioning of market renewal within a broader political economy; the 
idea of market renewal as being a form of 'rescaling'; and the implications of our 
arguments for the concepts of citizenship of place. 
Ed Ferrari 
Sheffield, 29 October 2010 
Ed Ferrari 
 
Lecturer / Undergraduate Admissions Tutor 
Department of Town & Regional Planning 
The University of Sheffield 
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4. Brendan Nevin, consultant Nevin Leather Associates 
Through a literature review that preceded the Liverpool study Brendan Nevin 
identified potential Tipping Points of void and vacancy variables which informed the 
development of the method for identifying acute low demand in inner city Liverpool 
and published as part of the 2003 Housing Studies paper [7].
From: Brendan Nevin [mailto ]  
Sent: 23 November 2010 10:26 
To: Peter Lee 
Subject: Re: PhD by publication 
Peter 
I am happy for you claim lead researcher for the publications in relation to the 
technical work.I would be grateful however if you could find a form of words which 
acknowledges my role in identifying the variables through the literature review i did 
for the Liverpool study in relation to Tipping Points and those which were used in the 
M62 study which originated from my work looking at abandonment in North 
Manchester prior to that commission. I may wish to go down this Phd route myself in 
future so we need to be fair to each other with this. 
Best of luck 
Brendan  
From: Peter Lee > 
To: "brendan.nevin
Sent: Tuesday, 12 October, 2010 14:22:32 
Subject: PhD by publication
Dear Brendan, 
Hope you’re well. I enjoyed your presentation the other week and would welcome 
that beer sometime to share some old times and get some perspective on futures. 
In the meantime, I am in the middle of submitting my PhD by publication and have 
put together 10 articles/chapters etc.. that link together concepts of citizenship-
participation standards-competitiveness and epistemology (in relation to the 
measurement and meaning of poverty across space) and the role of housing in these 
debates .
My thesis is that whilst poverty relates to participation standards and the measurement 
of ‘distributional’ aspects of citizenship, social exclusion emphasises ‘relational’ 
aspects of citizenship. Complexity in planning and the asymmetry between labour 
markets and housing markets has meant that place has become an important 
explanatory variable. As citizens don’t have ‘perfect knowledge’ the rescaling of 
place and the asymmetry resulting from this complexity raises the importance of 
‘citizenship of place’.
I have included a couple of papers/reports that include you as joint author (see below); 
together these represent almost 40 of the 270 academic citations that the work in 6 of 
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the papers has generated (4 of my papers have appeared in the last couple of years and 
so there is no measure of academic citation impact for these). 
No. Date Title and contribution Type Word 
total
6 2000 Changing Housing Markets and Urban Regeneration in the M62 
Corridor, Housing Corporation, Manchester (ISBN 0704422093) 
(40,000 words my main contribution is on chapters 2-4 on 
methods and areas at risk of low demand) – themes: areas at risk, 
changing demand, spatial mismatch and social exclusion.
OR 11,239 
(3 chps)
7 2003 Changing Demand for Housing: Restructuring Markets and the 
Public Policy Framework, Housing Studies, Vol 18, No. 1, pp.65-
86 with Brendan Nevin – themes: path dependency and 
neighbourhood trajectories - primary role on data and housing 
markets analysis.
J 3,500
(half)
For the purpose of the statement of authorship I am claiming ‘primary’ author on 3 of 
the chapters in the M62 report which relate to the risk index and measuring 
deprivation and some input to the overall conclusions. On the Liverpool paper for 
Housing Studies, I would claim to be principal researcher and co-author – the aspect 
of the paper I am using for the thesis is the development of the analysis and the 
research methodology.  Can we agree a form of words and get your agreement on my 
contribution to use against these articles? 
All the best 
Peter 
Peter Lee 
Senior Lecturer 
Centre for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS)  
Birmingham Business School 
The University of Birmingham  
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Paper [1] [1994] Housing and Spatial Deprivation: Relocating the Underclass and 
the New Urban Poor, Urban Studies, Vol.31, No.7 
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Paper [4] [1999] Where are the Socially Excluded? Continuing Debates in the 
Identification of Poor Neighbourhoods, Regional Studies, Vol.33, No.5, pp.483-
486. 
Paper [5] [1999] Spatial and Social Divisions within British Cities: Beyond 
Residualisation, Housing Studies, Vol.14, No.5, pp.625-640. 
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Paper [7] Changing Demand for Housing: Restructuring Markets and the Public 
Policy Framework, Housing Studies, Vol 18, No. 1, pp.65-86. With Brendan 
Nevin 
Paper [8] [2004] The Role of Housing in Delivering a Knowledge Economy, Built 
Environment, Vol 30, No. 3, pp.235-245 with Alan Murie 
 
 
 
Paper [9] [2009] The Creative Economy and Social Sustainability: Planning for 
Opportunity and Growth, Built Environment, Volume 35, number 2, 2009 pp.267-
280 with Alex Burfitt and Andrew Tice 
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Paper [10] [2010] Building Sustainable Housing Markets: reflections and lessons 
from a decade of changing demand and housing market renewal, Chartered 
Institute of Housing with Ed Ferrari  
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APPENDIX 2: SELECTED CITATIONS19 
                                                 
19 Google Scholar, Accessed: June 16th 2010 
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[1] Housing and Spatial Deprivation: Relocating the Underclass and the New 
Urban Poor, Urban Studies, 1994, Vol.31, No.7 (27 citations): 
 
This paper influenced subsequent thinking around the flexible specialisation of 
housing and the asymmetry between economic and housing market processes.  
Ideas of the underclass or residual poor concentrating in spaces that have lost 
their role resonate through the paper and subsequent contributions echo this 
earliest contribution which describes the path dependency of these processes.  As 
at 21 June 2010 there were 27 direct citations in international journal articles and 
books.  The subjects covered by the articles citing this report covered a wide 
range of topics including: area effects; economic segregation; spatial mismatch; 
globalisation; spatial polarisation; social exclusion and the underclass; 
community studies; employment policy and deindustrialisation.  The contribution 
has been cited in papers appearing in the following journals: Urban Studies (2), 
British Journal of Sociology, Economic Geography, Regional Studies, Review of 
Sociology and Applied GIS. 
Methods to test the spatial mismatch hypothesis 
DS Houston - Economic Geography, 2009; Keywords: spatial mismatch, 
economic segregation 
 
Spatial Pattern of Economic Activity and Inactivity in Britain: People or Place 
Effects? 
A Little - Regional Studies, 2009; Keywords: spatial mismatch, people and place 
effects 
 
Research on Immigration and Integration in the Metropolis 
SY Teo – 2007; Keywords: immigration 
 
Oil vulnerability in the Australian city: Assessing socioeconomic risks from 
higher urban fuel prices 
J Dodson, N Sipe - Urban Studies, 2007; Keywords: globalisation, spatial 
mismatch 
 
Underclass: a history of the excluded, 1880-2000 
J Welshman – 2006; Keywords: social exclusion, underclass 
 
Employability, skills mismatch and spatial mismatch in metropolitan labour 
markets 
D Houston - Urban Studies, 2005; Keywords: skills mismatch, spatial mismatch, 
 
Suburban socio-spatial polarisation and house price change in Melbourne: 
1986–1996 
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M Reynolds - Applied GIS, 2005; Keywords: process and pattern of spatial 
polarisation 
 
Community economic development 
G Haughton – 2002; Keywords: globalisation, community studies, economic 
development, spatial mismatch 
 
Underclass and Social Stratification in Post-Communist Societies 
H Domariski - Sisyphus social studies, 2002; Keywords: underclass, social 
exclusion 
 
Social determinants of poverty in post communist societies 
H Domanski - Review of Sociology, 2001; Keywords: causes, area effects, 
targeting, area based policies, comparative research 
 
The links between housing and nine key socio-cultural factors: a review of the 
evidence positioning paper 
P Mullins, J Western, B Broadbent, 2001; Keywords: evidence, policy, housing  
 
Cities in competition: Equity issues 
C Jensen-Butler - Urban studies, 1999; Keywords: globalisation, knowledge-
based economy, competition between localities 
 
Is there an underclass in Britain? 
A Buckingham - British Journal of Sociology, 1999; Keywords:  underclass, 
behavioural accounts 
 
Employers, young people and the unemployed: a review of research 
C Hasluck – 1999; Keywords: employment policy, young people, unemployment 
 
Exclusion, unemployment and non-employment 
AE Green - Regional Studies, 1997; Keywords: social exclusion, labour markets, 
spatial mismatch 
 
Learning from experience: the ingredients and transferability of success 
W Van Vliet Affordable housing and urban redevelopment in the USA, 1997 
(Sage Publications, Inc); Keywords; housing policy, affordable housing, social 
exclusion, housing markets 
 
The changing structure, distribution and spatial segregation of the unemployed 
and economically inactive in Great Britain 
AE Green - Geoforum, 1995; Keywords: labour demand and supply, spatial 
mismatch; deindustrialisation 
 
Housing provision in developed economies 
J Barlow - Urban Geography, 1995; Keywords:  cross-national comparative 
research, theory, empiricism 
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[2]  Area measures of deprivation A study of current methods and best practices 
in the identification of poor areas in Great Britain, 1995, Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation (58 citations) 
This paper was highly influential both domestically and overseas.  As at 21 June 
2010 there were over 58 direct citations and a significant number of secondary 
citations in international journal articles and books.  The subjects covered by the 
articles citing this report covered a wide range of topics including: methods in the 
measurement of deprivation (12 papers); evaluation of regeneration policy (8); 
health policy and health inequalities (6); public health and epidemiology (5); 
neighbourhood theory (4) and a variety of cross-cutting comparative papers (8).  
The contribution has been cited in papers appearing in the following journals: 
Environment and Planning A (4), American Journal of Epidemiology (2), Urban 
Studies (2), Journal of Economic Inequality, Journal of the American Statistical 
Association, Environment and Planning C, American Journal of Public Health, 
Community Dentistry and Oral Epidemiology, Social Science & Medicine, 
Annals of Epidemiology, Fiscal Studies, Progress in Planning, Oxford Review of 
Economic Policy, Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, Regional 
Studies and Economics and Organization.  The publication has continuing 
relevance with the most recent citation appearing in an article published in the 
Journal of Economic Inequality in 2009.  This paper and the associated research 
were also used as the basis of a series of fee-paying one-day CPD seminars 
delivered between 1996 and 1998.  More than 200 delegates from across a broad 
spectrum of local authority and voluntary sector officers involved in economic 
development, regeneration and anti-poverty work attended these sessions.  It has 
had a significant ongoing impact on the methodological issues of measuring 
deprivation across space: 
“There are relatively few attempts to compare and contrast the various 
indexes. One of the more thorough exceptions is the previously mentioned 
study by Lee, Murie and Gordon. It compares 10 indexes, considering their 
theoretical bases, their components, their methods of combination and the 
reasons why they may produce different results. It is an excellent source for 
anyone wanting more detail” (Carr-Hill and Chalmers-Dixon, 2005, p.95; see 
below). 
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Relative labour deprivation and urban migration in Turkey 
P Verme - Journal of Economic Inequality, 2009; Keywords: index of relative 
labour deprivation, spatial mismatch, social exclusion, comparative methods 
 
Socio-Economic Deprivation Indices (Case Study: Jordan) 
SS Abu-Kharmeh, JA Abu-Al Sondos, American Journal of Scientific Research, 
2009; Keywords: comparative research, area deprivation 
 
Methodological implications of social inequalities for analyzing health 
disparities in large spatiotemporal data sets: An example using breast cancer 
incidence data 
JT Chen, BA Coull, PD Waterman, J Schwartz, N Krieger, Statistics in Medicine, 
2008; Keywords: monitoring health outcomes, social inequality, epidemiology 
 
The public health observatory handbook of health inequalities measurement 
R Carr-Hill, P Chalmers-Dixon - South East Public Health, 2005; Keywords: 
Public Health, inequalities and health, epidemiology 
 
Geodemographics, GIS and neighbourhood targeting 
R Harris, P Sleight, R Webber, Wiley – 2005; Keywords: GIS, neighbourhood 
analysis, spatial targeting. 
 
Bayesian factor analysis for spatially correlated data, with application to 
summarizing area-level material deprivation from census data 
JW Hogan, R Tchernis - Journal of the American Statistical Association, 2004; 
Keywords: factor analysis of spatially correlated multivariate data 
 
Targeting clusters of deprivation within cities 
R Harris, P Longley - Applied GIS and Spatial Analysis, 2004; Keywords: 
Targeting, Clusters of Deprivation, census-based and lifestyles approaches to 
identify and represent spatially concentrated areas of urban deprivation 
 
Is Targeting Deprived Areas an Effective Means to Reach Poor People? An 
assessment of one rationale for area? based funding programmes 
R Lupton, R Tunstall - CASE Papers, 2003; Keywords: Targeting Deprived 
Areas  
 
Is targeting deprived areas an effective means to reach poor people?: an 
assessment of one rationale for area-based funding programmes 
R Tunstall, R Lupton – 2003; Keywords: social exclusion, methods, area based 
policies and targeting  
 
Spatial scale and neighbourhood regeneration in England: a case study of Avon 
R Harris, R Johnston - Environment and Planning C, 2003; Keywords:  
neighbourhood regeneration, social exclusion, spatial and social segregation 
 
Monitoring socioeconomic inequalities in sexually transmitted infections, 
tuberculosis, and violence: geocoding and choice of area-based socioeconomic 
measures 
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N Krieger, PD Waterman, JT Chen, MJ Soobader, and S V Subramanian, 2003, 
Public Health Reports; Keywords: area based socio-economic measures, health 
inequality, indicators of deprivation, multilevel frameworks and area-based 
socioeconomic measures (ABSMs) for public health, monitoring outcomes 
 
Race/ethnicity, gender, and monitoring socioeconomic gradients in health: a 
comparison of area-based socioeconomic measures 
N Krieger, JT Chen, PD Waterman, MPH, David H. Rehkopf, MPH and S. V. 
Subramanian, October 2003, Vol 93, No. 10 American Journal of Public Health 
1655-16712003; Keywords: area based socio-economic measures, health 
inequality, indicators of deprivation, multilevel frameworks and area-based 
socioeconomic measures (ABSMs) for public health, monitoring outcomes 
 
Creating small area measures of urban deprivation 
RJ Harris, PA Longley - Environment and Planning A, 2002; Keywords:  
deprived neighbourhoods, Neighbourhood Statistics 
 
Spatial analysis to identify differentials in dental needs by area-based measures 
JLF Antunes, P Frazão, PC Narvai, CM Bispo CM. Pegoretti - Community 
Dentistry and Oral Epidemiology, (2002); Keywords: social deprivation, income 
inequality, social cohesion, epidemiology. 
 
Geocoding and monitoring of US socioeconomic inequalities in mortality and 
cancer incidence: does the choice of area-based measure and geographic level 
matter? 
N Krieger, JT Chen, PD Waterman, MJ, American Journal of Epidemiology, 
2002; Keywords: area based socio-economic measures. 
 
Predicting Fuel Poverty at Small Area Level 
D Gordon - University of Bristol, 2002 – predictive methods, fuel poverty, social 
exclusion 
 
Using Measures of Social Capital to Monitor the Impacts of Community-led 
Regeneration Policies in Wales 
G Higgs, S White - Contemporary Wales, University of Wales Press, 2001  
 
The significance of neighbourhood 
A Kearns, M Parkinson - Urban studies, 2001; Keywords: neighbourhood, area 
anlaysis 
 
Social deprivation, income inequality, social cohesion and dental caries in 
Brazilian school children 
MP Pattussi, W Marcenes, R Croucher, A, Social Science & Medicine, 2001; 
Keywords: social deprivation, income inequality, social cohesion, epidemiology. 
 
Area characteristics and individual-level socioeconomic position indicators in 
three population-based epidemiologic studies 
AV Roux, CI Kiefe, DR Jacobs, Annals of epidemiology, 2001; Keywords: 
epistemology, epidemiology, health and inequality 
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The Geography of Misery: Area Disadvantage and Patterns of Neighbourhood 
Dissatisfaction in England 
R Burrows and D Rhodes - Researching poverty, Ashgate publishing, 2000; 
Keywords: neighbourhood disadvantage, unpopular areas, social exclusion, social 
cohesion 
  
Getting the smaller picture: small-area analysis of public expenditure incidence 
and deprivation in three English cities 
G Bramley, M Evans - Fiscal studies, 2000; Keywords: public expenditure at 
small-area level, evidenced based spatial policy, best value 
 
Area deprivation in Scotland: a new assessment 
A Kearns, K Gibb, D Mackay - Urban Studies, 2000; Keywords: methods of 
measuring area deprivation, non-census indicators  
 
Alternatives to census-based indicators of social disadvantage in rural 
communities 
G Higgs, S White - Progress in Planning, 2000; Keywords: indicators of 
deprivation, rural poverty  
 
The nature of local area social exclusion in England and the role of the labour 
market 
A Brennan, J Rhodes, P Tyler - Oxford Review of Economic Policy, 2000; 
Keywords: Social Exclusion Unit, social exclusion, methods, area targeting 
 
Mutuality, de-mutualization and communities: the implications of branch network 
rationalization in the British building society industry 
JN Marshall, R Willis, M Coombes, S Raybould, Transactions of the Institute of 
British Geographers, 2000; Keywords: social exclusion, rural poverty indicators 
 
An exploration of bundles as indicators of rural disadvantage 
I Hodge, J Dunn, S Monk, C Kiddle - Environment and Planning A, 2000; 
keywords:  social exclusion, rural poverty 
  
Estimating the socioeconomic characteristics of school populations with the aid 
of pupil postcodes and small-area census data: an appraisal 
A Gibson, S Asthana - Environment and Planning A, 2000; Keywords: education, 
social exclusion, equity, social justice 
 
Benefit take-up and the geography of poverty in Scotland 
G Bramley, S Lancaster, D Gordon - Regional Studies, 2000; Keywords: poverty 
and social exclusion, local and small area level deprivation. 
 
The nature of local area social exclusion in England and the role of the labour 
market 
RK Fleck - Journal of Law, Economics and Organization, 2000; Keywords: 
Social Exclusion Unit, social exclusion, spatial mismatch 
 
Urban Deprivation and Government Expenditure: Where Does Spending Go? 
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G Bramley, M Evans - Researching Poverty, Ashgate Pub Ltd, 2000; Keywords: 
public spending, area deprivation 
 
Poverty, social exclusion and neighbourhood: studying the area bases of social 
exclusion 
H Glennerster, R Lupton, P Noden, A Power LSE STICERD Research Paper No. 
CASE022, 1999; Keywords: area policy, deprivation, social exclusion 
 
Area-Based Initiatives: The Rationale and Options for Area Targeting 
G Smith, LSE STICERD Research Paper No. CASE025, 1999; Keywords: area 
targeting, area-based initiatives, geographical concentration of deprivation, 
polarisation. 
 
Use of Census-Based Aggregate Variables to Proxy for Socioeconomic Group: 
Evidence from National Samples 
Krieger, D Gordon - American journal of epidemiology, 1999; Keywords: 
measuring and monitoring socioeconomic inequalities in health 
 
The geography of fund holding in southwest England: implications for the 
evolution of primary care groups 
S Asthana, AJ Gibson, EM Parsons - Health & Place, 1999; Keywords: weighted 
deprivation indices, health fund holding and deprivation. 
 
The role of housing in disadvantage and ill-health 
M Coombes, S Raybould, NorthEast Regional Research Laboratory Newcastle 
University Conference of the European Network for Housing Research Cardiff 
University September 1998; Keywords: housing and disadvantage, housing and 
ill-health. 
 
The Department of Environment's index of local conditions: Don't touch it 
L Simpson - Radical Statistics, radstats.org.uk, 1995; Keywords: ontology, 
epistemology, methods 
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[3]  Poverty, housing tenure and social exclusion, 1997, Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation, Policy Press: Bristol (97 citations) 
 
The publication had a considerable impact on the literature and between 1998-
2009 had been cited 97 times across a wide spectrum of social policy and urban 
sociology journal articles, books, chapters in books and official  reports 
(including government reports) covering a diverse range of topics on housing 
policy, poverty & social exclusion,  segregation & the divided city, abandonment 
& low demand, area ‘effects’, housing affordability, gentrification, mixed 
communities policies, comparative housing studies, social cohesion, race & 
multiculturalism, urban regeneration policy, crime & anti-social behaviour, the 
underclass, intergenerational poverty, labour market restructuring, family 
studies and citizenship.  The contribution has been cited in papers appearing in 
the following journals: Housing Studies (9 papers), Urban Studies (6), Housing 
Theory and Society (2), Environment and Planning D, International Journal of 
Urban Regeneration, Journal of Housing and the Built Environment, Journal of 
Social Policy, International Journal of Sociology and Social Policy, Sociology, 
Political Quarterly, Geographical Research, Policy and Politics, Australian 
Journal of Social Issues, GeoJournal, Young, Child and family Social Work and 
the Journal of Forensic Psychiatry and Psychology. 
 
Unpacking Social Exclusion in Western Sydney: Exploring the Role of Place and 
Tenure 
B Randolph, KJ Ruming, D Murray, Geographical Research, 2009; Keywords: 
social exclusion, discourse analysis, causes of disadvantage.  
 
The new divided city: changing patterns in European cities 
R Van Kempen, A Murie - Tijdschrift voor economische, 2009; Keywords:  
social and spatial divisions within European cities.  
 
DIY community action: neighbourhood problems and community self-help 
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